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To, 
The Executive Director, 
Australian Law Reform Commission. 
 
Thank you for your consideration on some answers I do have to some of your questions : 
2)  To PROTECT CHILDREN from unsuitable material.....my 15yr old nephew walked out of a shop 
with an Xbox  game that allowed him to enjoy SEX, DRUGS& ALCOHOL!  Is it any surprise that our  
      young people are confused & indulgent of what is ‘wrong’?  cos we have ALLOWED, & therefore 
insuniated that it is ok..........Adults, the Law does influence what is acceptable & therefore need   
      to LEAD in a responsible way. 
     We should not be influenced to classify reflecting  lowered community standards........community 
standards need to be upheld & influenced by leaders of our country who need to define what is  
     Right.........not smudged to accommodate ‘some community’. 
7)  Artwork depicting children in an exploitive,  offensive, sexualised manner be REFUSED 
classification regardless of any alleged artistic merit. 
8)  Yes.  Music with lyrics which demean women by treating them as sexual objects have been 
permitted for sale, showing that the current SELF REGULATION for music is INADEQUATE 
12) Mandatory filtering of internet content at the ISP level most definitely. 
14) All materials classified as Restricted (R) should only be sold in an enclosed area which do not 
allow children to enter. 
21)  No R18+ should be introduced for computer games because the violence in these games is 
known to be associated with an increase in violent attitudes & behaviours. 
        The existing classification catergories should remain, apart from X18+ category of films which 
should be abolished.  Explicit sexual acts should be Refused Classification – they exploit & demean   
        women, & have been implicated in sexual abuse & premature sexualisation of children. 
24)  Access to all material that would be classified RC, X18+ or R18+ should be prohibited to the 
general user.  Opt-in access to R18+ could be provided, subject to strict age verification procedures. 
 
Regards, 
Pat Naidu 
 


